
So Much Pie

One                    we were supposed to visit                                  in 

            (Holiday)                                                                                                   (Family Member)

                     . We were supposed to bring                    pies with 

       (State)                                                                                                          (Number)

us. Because of a                                  we cancelled our trip and 
                                 (Weather Condition)

stayed home. 

We joined                                           who lives near us for dinner 

                          (Different Family Member)

on                             . We brought our pies and our                               
          (Day of the Week)                                                                                                   (Another Family Member)

had also brought                    pies. In total we had                          

                             (Second Number)                                   (Number+Second Number)

of pies for                   people.

                 (Smaller Number)

Amazingly all of the pies were different flavors. My favorite type of 

pie is                       . We also had a                                  for 
                  (fruit)                                          dessert that isn’t pie)

dessert. We were eating pie for                            .

                   (time period)



Making Pie

Making Pie is                     work. When we make pie, our first step 

                            (adjective)

is picking                . In order to get the fruit I have to __________.

                 (fruit - plural)                  (action verb)

When we get to ____________ we wash the fruit with
                                 (place)                  
                      to clean it.

    (liquid)

Then we make the crust. We mix                              and 
                                                          (baking ingredient)

                                 together. We use our                          

       (baking ingredient)                                       (body part)

to press the crust into the pan.

To make the filling we mix the fruit with                                  and 

                                                                      (something sweet)

                          . Then we __________ the filling over the crust.
       (spice)            (action verb)

We top our pie with more crust, crumbs, or nothing. Then we 
Bake the pie at                 degrees for                   minutes.

     (number)                           (number)

Let the pie cool and top with                         before serving.
          (pie topping)



I am Thankful

On Thanksgiving I like to remember what I am Thankful for. 

I am thankful for my                                  who is a
                                      (Family Member)

                                cook.
    (Adjective)

I am Thankful for                                  who makes me
                                      (Another Family Member)

                              .
    (Adjective)

I am thankful for                        . We like to                        .

          (Friend)          (Fun Activity)

Thank you for                                 . I like to watch                        .
               (Sports Team)                                  (Sport)

Hopefully they win.

Thank you for                         . It’s my favorite! I love how 
          (Food)

                         it is.
    (Taste)

Thank you for                         . It is so                         .
   (Place)       (Adjective)


